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About This Game

Explore the sea with your boat and clear the islands infested of aliens by blowing up everything on your way ! Bungalows,
buildings, aliens installations and nests, do whatever it takes to clear the place from the alien presence !

Different kinds of aliens populating the islands including hordes of armored aliens with guns settled on different islands.
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Earn credits points by fighting the aliens and use them in your basement boat to resupply with ammunition, grenades,
medkits, bombs or to upgrade your weapons and perks !

Achievements to unlock with support for Xbox-like gamepads and Ultra HD resolution (4K).
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I thought this game was frustrating. It has easy puzzles that are made tedious because you have to tear up the room to find the
pieces. So instead of using your brain, it's like you have to just go around looking for your lost car keys. And then when you
solve the puzzle, you get to talk to some eccentric British ghost who is answered by you (a bewildered woman). Maybe the
game's story gets better, but the game is lacking game play. I would rather just watch a movie. Also the puzzles involve moving
furniture around to complete a circuit, but why does that make any sense?. This mod is fun at first but once you get past level 5
or 6 it gets hard as freaking h*ll. theres no story line at all and the end of the game (which i HAD to cheat to get to) was
completly ubrupt and unsatisfying.. Fun!

I've gotten stuck a few times, then solved puzzles after coming back with fresh eyes

In a good puzzle game you start to recognize patterns and shortcuts in the system, and feel smart for getting better at the puzzle.
This is one of those games. So simple, yet so fun. Though it's not something you'll lose yourself in, it's a nice idea that is well
executed.. Too muche high expetations, but not so good after all.

Aspettative alte, ma niente di che alla fine.. Game is extremely short, and feels more like a proof-of-concept than a full game.
While there are many interesting and cool mechanics, they are only used once and thrown away, such as potion crafting,
cooking, and even satisfying swordplay is forgotten about later in the game. The boss fights also resort to basic hit-and-run
tactics, and playing ping pong with your sword.. What in the world was this game? The prequel to another game? I had no clue
what the actual story behind the action was at any point while I played, doing tedius chores designed apparently to be done just
because someone told me to do them and everything must be as complicated as possible (again, unfathomably). I think it was
supposed to be like Myst--it reminded me of that game--only this one left off an actual story or plot...or frankly purpose..
WARNING: To get anywhere, you need to eat drink, and oh yes... Have coiduce in painful repitition just to get up in the
leaderboards. By the way, your score is not tracked, and you will have comitted crimes against nature many times. Do not get
this.. Played only for the cards.
Its an OK game, but not worth the price. Wait until a sale or when you get a coupon if you really want it.. Very mundane menial
boring tasks! They took a big step down from AIrport Sim 2014 with his one! They shopuld have just improved for 2014, but
they changed the entire game and it's no longer free look and timed tasks in set order by gates. One of the most boring games
I've ever played!
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While I certainly loved this game, I found it way too easy. Health items are way too common so you build up a decent amount
and you can hold several ankhs at once, so you will just end up being immortal. Other than that maybe increase weapon variety..
I have tried both the free Vive Video and Vive Cinema apps. StarPlayerVR takes the best features from both and combines
them into an easy to use interface.

I like that this is built off VLC Media player which I consider to be one of the best players out there.

Aside from features, the big deciding factor to purchase the player was just how responsive the developer was. Before
purchasing, I noticed the player was missing the ability to switch between audio tracks. I suggested the feature to the developer
and it was added the very next day! The developer is extremely responsive and already planning to work on additional features I
suggested. Here's a confirmed list of my suggestions posted today that are now on the roadmap:

A button to turn the light in & out.
Once menu hidden, the laser pointer should get out of sight.
Allow user to adjust the screen's position Y.
Allow user to Import custom skybox background.
Add support to dvd disc.
Add support to blu-ray disc.

One thing that stood out for me after using Vive Video and Vive Cinema is that the audio quality was much louder on
StarPlayerVR. A definite plus. What's a big screen without big sound to match? I thought the volume was too low on the other
players even at 100%.

I missed the early bird price and paid the full price of $9.99 and have to say it is well worth it. I have a good feeling that this
player will stay ahead of the curve as new formats are introduced.. I can't recommend this. It's incredibly short (Yes it only took
me 64 minutes), has no actual choices that impact the ending, and the other characters are never actually touched.

I haven't been this... apathetic for a while. Going to ask for a refund.. The game is quite interesting to play with a few players
but

It would be great if they have a text chat as well since some players could be mute, deaf or their mic is broken.. Great game that
makes you feel like trump is the champion of the world and killing terrorists 7/10

Change in Release Date:
The release date for Laser Maze has changed, due to the Steam Winter sale. The Steam Winter sale will greatly reduce the
launch publicity of Laser Maze, so it will be released after the sale. The sale ends on January 3rd, so the current release date for
Laser Maze is January 4th. The release date is still subject to change.. Laser Maze Comupter Patch:
I've released a new patch for Laser Maze: The Comupter Patch!

-Fixed screen size glitch on some computers. (This caused the computers, menu, cursor, and some visual effects to be scaled
incorrectly when used with some displays.)
-Made it so tutorial text no longer says "comupter". Whoops.
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